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About This Content

The full soundtrack (contains 16 tracks) for The Huntsman: Winter's Curse from the talented composer Adgio Hutchings. All
tracks provided as high quality MP3 files located in your Huntsman: Winter's Curse game directory.

01. Battle theme
02. Battle Won
03. Boss Battle
04. Countryside
05. Dangerous
06. Dramatica
07. Enchanted

08. Final Boss Battle
09. Foreboding
10. Game Over
11. Level Up

12. The Castle
13. The Cavern

14. The Huntsman: Winter's Curse
15. The town

16. Whimsical
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Cool shmup! Nice graphics, good music and controls. Lots of unlockables visual filters to keep the eyes entertained too.
Dev is very responsive and open to feedback.
I did have some issues with differentiating foreground\/background graphics and some minor issues with but overall it's a solid
shmup. It even has some nods to another one of their games- vortex attack which is a fun game too--which was really cool.
Unfortunately I'll probably never get the "real" ending as I found continuing means you have to start at the very beginning of the
stage, (think the original Super Mario Bros), instead of at the level I died in. No worries though.. Went to buy this game and
realized i bought it years ago. Wondered why I don't remember. Installed and UPlay popped into my computer like digital
cancer. Now I know why I still have not played this game. UPlay doesn't work through Steam. If I buy a game on Steam, I want
it to play though Steam. Steam is a stable software platform. UPlay is not. This game does not work on my computer, nor has
any game I have to play though Uplay *COUGH* Far Cry anything *COUGH* Splinter Cell anything.... I was a sperm cell lul..
The person introduced this to me has gone but I know you are watching from there sister.. AWESOME GAME. I've been
wanting a decent realistic golf game for pc on Steam, and this one meets all of my requirements. If you've played a golf game in
the past, then the chances are you have been mollycoddled with aim helpers and power bars. Not here. You're on your own, and
I think that is the best way to learn how to play this game. After a few rounds of hell and wondering if you bought a bad game,
you find your shots lining up, and your understanding deepens. You begin to think a little more before swinging. You start to
question the game's choice of club, and change it yourself. Then you're hooked, and it's so very rewarding when you drop that
24ft putt, or hit your very first eagle on a par 5. Anyway, I think the career mode could be a little less "sandbox" and have actual
preset tournaments you could take part in. The whole society side of the game seems a bit fatuous too, but doesn't detract either.
Customization is decent, but that doesn't really bother me much. The graphics are great, and it runs really well too. The sound is
good which is important to me for immersion's sake. The announcer is particularly good, having a reasonable sense of humour
and he rarely repeats himself. Recommended, and has the "best golf sim on Steam" title for me, but then this is the only golf sim
on Steam I have played.. Yep, here's your childhood arcade.

Cute simple story, addictingly satisfying gameplay and a very fun learning curve.
Plus, it's so light to run that you can hone your Zuma's Revenge! skills while waiting on the longass queues of whatever game is
trending. A much better use of your time as opposed to taking a look at the P2W shop of said trending game.

Also, I guess it helps with your eye-hand coordination hence the predicting where the balls will land, timing and whatnot.
This is one I'll be playing up to my last days on Earth.
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This is Magnificent! The best P51D Mustang campaign ever! You've got to escort 60+ bombers. The views are simply amazing
especially when seeing them drop their payloads! However there are a few small bugs such as non functioning fuel tanks but
none of the bugs stops you from completing the missions. Note that these campaigns are very demanding on computer's
resources. Core i7 9700K, GTX 1080Ti, SSD and 32 GB of RAM on high resolution setting are sufficient in almost all
situations except when the bombers drop their payloads, the framerate drops so much even with the specs above. Hopefully ED
can fix the bugs soon and improve the performance.. Don't BUY before you have read the EULA - End User License
Agreement - for Bitcoin Collector.

By accepting the EULA you surrender a disturbing amount of personal information to the Dev, This Dev then has the freedom
to use and sell your detailed personal information any way they see fit. No questions Asked !! Accepting this EULA gives them
the right to basically scan your computer like malware to collect it all.

A growing number of Devs are moving in this invasive direction and it must stop. Look at the flood of negative reviews over at
KSP Kerbal Space Program, after those Devs pulled an identical move with their EULA.. A decent match game with a few
twists on the genre and definitely more casual play if you prefer. I bought it on sale for 1.99 and played for over 8 hours (to
100%) and as such I definitely got my money's worth. I try and get 1 hour of play for USD$1 I spend.

That said, it can get repetitive after a while and the trophy levels especially seemed rehashed. This is a genre prone to repetition,
however, so I adjust my score accordingly... 7\/10. For all those cliff hangers in the ending of part 1, it's just a rain. Casual
Kazuki's joke.

Kazukibestgrill\/10. GOOD GAME, even in its early access state.
I have finally arrived at the future of sub simulation games. I can now die in peace.

note: aside from the racist nazi's that flock to anything German ww2 themed, the game is good to play with sane and mature
friends. What a fun game! The story was interesting and the game play challenging.

I found the game to be more puzzles than hidden item games. The hidden item scenes were all the type where you have to find
pieces and puzzle solve to complete a goal. That being said, I have nothing against those types of scenes but am a fan of more
traditional item finding. That being said, all the scenes and puzzles offer a good bit of challenge and works your brain so don't
think that this is push over game.

With the puzzles also come an engaging story. You play a woman from the Earth realm summoned to a magical land to save it
from doom. Sadly, our hero Susan doesn't say much but everyone else has solid voice acting. I was quite a fan of the dwarf you
gain as a sidekick.

Overall it's a definate buy for fans of puzzle games and hidden item games, it will offer quite a few hours of enjoyment.. Yo,
you should totally buy this shiz.
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